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Item Details Notes

Intro: Azuki is a brand that resonates with many in the Web3 space, from avid NFT collectors to regular folks. 
Azuki is a digital brand mostly associated with its collection of 10,000 avatars released by a Los 
Angeles-based group of artists on January 12, 2022.
These avatars have unique characteristics based on anime-themed drawing, which has caught the 
attention of NFT enthusiasts around the world.
Owning an Azuki grants the user access to exclusive NFT drops, streetwear collabs, live events, and 
more as they become members of The Garden. 
The creators describe this place as a 
“corner of the internet where artists, builders, and web3 enthusiasts meet to create a decentralized 
future.”
Azuki NFTs have become a pretty popular topic in the crypto community, not only for their anime-style 
aesthetic but also because they outranked some of the biggest names in the NFT market in terms of 
sales volume shortly after their release.

Azukies are just a few months old of being launched and have already garnered a considerable 
following. The collection is considered a blue chip within the NFT community among other popular 
collections like Bored Ape Yacht Club and CryptoPunks.

The Azuki collection debuted on January 12, 2022, with an initial release of 8,700 avatars — each 
priced at $3,400 at that time.

The collection sold out in a matter of minutes, registering about $30 million in sales. After the public 
sale, the creators held a private offering in which they sold sets of Azuki NFTs for another $2 million.

Quickly since the reveal, the collection’s floor price took to the skies and was already sitting above 10 
ETH less than a month later. However, it wasn’t until late March 2022 when Azukis absolutely exploded 
in popularity, and their floor was inching towards 40 ETH.

Brand Overview
Item Details Notes

Brand name: Azuki
Logo:

Description: THE MANIFESTO

Here comes a new wave...
And surfing here is different.
Breaking down barriers.
Building open communities.
Creating magic internet money with our friends.
To those who don't get it, we tell them: gm.
They'll come around eventually.

Here's to the ones with the courage to jump down a peculiar rabbit hole.
One that pulls you away from a world that's created by many and owned by few...
To a world that's created by more and owned by all.
From The Garden come the human beans that sprout into your family.

We rise together.
We build together.
We grow together.

Ready to take the red bean?
Sector: Mix Media Empire

Website: https://www.azuki.com/ 
Discord: http://discord.gg/azuki 

Members: 92K
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/azuki/ 

Followers: 84K
Twitter: https://twitter.com/azukiofficial 

Followers: 315K
Useful links: https://linktr.ee/azukiofficial 



Main Collection
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Collection: Azuki
Creator: TeamAzuki

Blockchain: Ethereum (ETH)
Image:

Bio: Azuki starts with a collection of 10,000 avatars that give you membership access to The Garden: a 
corner of the internet where artists, builders, and web3 enthusiasts meet to create a decentralized 
future. Azuki holders receive access to exclusive drops, experiences, and more.
We rise together. We build together. We grow together.
Ready to take the red bean?

Category: PFP - Utility
Type: ERC-721

Total Supply: 10,000
Created: Jan 12, 2022
Method: Fixed Price Mint

Mint Price: 3400$ After the public sale of 8700 
avatars, the creators held a 
private offering

Creator fee: 5%
Project info: MINDMAP

We are guided by a simple yet profound vision - create the largest decentralized brand for the 
metaverse that is built and owned by the community.
VISION
We are the skaters of the internet. We’re skating between the blurred lines of the physical and digital 
worlds as they are beginning to blend. We are a community of individuals who aren’t afraid to push the 
boundaries, challenge the status quo, and communicate boldly. We’re making an impact on web3 
culture.
Our vision is to create the largest decentralized brand for the metaverse that is built and owned by the 
community.

Utilities: VALUES
Community first: Everything starts and ends with the community. The moment we prioritize something 
other than the community will be the beginning of the end. We won't let that happen, because we'll 
always have community as the #1 value of Azuki.
Dope sh*t only: Azuki is creative, brave, relentless. It's easy to follow trends and improve incrementally. 
It's harder to be original and do dope sh*t. We pave our own path.
Trust the process: Good things take time. Decentralized movements can't turn corners as quickly as 
centralized movements, and that's both a blessing and a curse. Decentralized doesn't mean there can't 
be leaders. The core team will provide guard rails and resources for all beans to grow together, but it 
won't happen overnight. !ttp

Roadmap: COMMUNITY
🔹 Full-time moderation team COMPLETE
Mods help protect and grow our community, the most valuable part of Azuki. We've recently brought on 
a group of paid full-time and part-time mods. In an effort to professionalize community management in 
the NFT space, Azuki mods have daily calls within the Community and Product teams, work set hours, 
take regular breaks, and spend time off-screen.
🔹 Azuki Grants IN PROGRESS
Calling all builders, artists, and creatives. The Garden is full of talented human beans that want to use 
their skills and passion for Azuki to create additive things for the community. Azuki will empower and 
provide grants to excellent members with great ideas through a grants program. We are working 
through the legal framework and application process.
🔹 Community Spaces IN PROGRESS
From casual hangouts to heartfelt stories, we have seen community-run spaces sprout all over Twitter. 
These forums are important places to grow the connective tissue of our community. See you at the 
next Red Bean Soup, or any of the other great spaces that are hosted by Azuki holders.
METAVERSE
Where is the metaverse today and where is it going?
The metaverse today is where we currently spend most of our time: Discord + Twitter. How do we 
amplify this experience for Azuki members? How do we distribute the brand to places that have the 
most attention today? More importantly, where will the metaverse be one year+ from now?
🔹 Gallery COMPLETE
Sorting, filtering, and simping are all supported.
🔹 Bobu Fractionalization IN PROGRESS
Azuki #40 (Bobu) will be fractionalized using fractional.art into ERC-1155 tokens. These tokens will be 
used for governance over Bobu. Full details here: www.azuki.com/bobu-101 
🔹 Game EXPLORING
Many will try to create one, but few teams have the experience and background to build a genuinely 
great game with mass market appeal and scalability. Though the core team has the experience, it's a 
huge endeavor nonetheless. If we do it, we'll do it right.



PHYSICAL WORLD
🔹 Streetwear IN PROGRESS
Members of The Garden can expect exclusive drops in perpetuity. First drop coming very soon.
🔹 Collectibles IN PROGRESS
Design phase has commenced...
🔹 Expanding Core Team IN PROGRESS
We just brought on steamboy, Daph, Demna, and njoo as full-time members. Our careers page will be 
live soon with additional open roles.
🔹 IRL Events EXPLORING
Meet-ups, exhibits, music festivals, and more give us the opportunity to expand our reach beyond a 
purely digital experience.
BRIDGE BETWEEN
The bridge between the physical and digital world presents a playground to create a new type of 
media. Here we will experiment with meta-games, interactive experiences, and unique ways to grow an 
IP. Riot Games has created an interesting playbook of expanding their IP through a show like Arcane. 
By allowing ownership in the characters themselves, Azuki along with the community is positioned to 
expand beyond this playbook.
🔹 Custom Verification Bot COMPLETE
Third party bots (e.g. Collabland) have limited features. Our custom bot allows us to own the end to 
end experience with more security.
🔹 Meta-games IN PROGRESS
Micro-actions and games played within the community in order to unlock new experiences.
🔹 An Interactive Brand EXPLORING
Imagine an RPG/Anime where the community owns their character(s) and the brand that they are 
helping build.
SEEDLINGS
An idea starts as a seed. And together we can cultivate the seedlings which will be most impactful.
🔹 Partnerships IN PROGRESS
We’ve locked in partnerships already which will soon be announced. And we’re always looking to 
collaborate with other brands who align with our vision and aesthetics.
🔹 DAO EXPLORING
Experimentation with DAOs is one of the most exciting areas of crypto today. We must start small and 
explore various governance structures, reiterating on areas that need improvement, before moving 
onto bigger experiments. The regulatory framework for DAOs is also something that needs more 
research. A good resource: A Legal Framework for DAOs
🔹 $BEAN EXPLORING
A token that could be used in the Azuki-verse.
Before commiting we need to explore sustainable token economics and have extensive conversations 
with our lawyers to ensure legal compliance and feasibility.
🔹 Verification on OpenSea BLOCKED

Marketplace: https://opensea.io/collection/azuki
Contract: https://etherscan.io/address/0xed5af388653567af2f388e6224dc7c4b3241c544 
Website: https://www.azuki.com/ 

Related Collections
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Collections:
Mar 6, 2022 Bobu, the Bean Farmer

Mar 31, 2022 BEANZ Official
Oct 23, 2022 Azuki Golden Skateboard Shrine

https://opensea.io/collection/azuki


Market Overview
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Note: The data reported here represent a time snapshot referring to the date indicated below
Source: https://nftgo.io/collection/azuki/overview 

Snapshot date: Oct 27, 2022
Volume: 314K ETH

Floor price: 11 ETH
Listed: 8% (823)

Unique owners: 50% (4997)

Comments: Like most collections, much of the volume is in the transition phase, first weeks post-mint. 
Others spikes in trading volume are often linked to news or announcements. The most notable are by 
the end of March, because of th upcoming BEANZ drop and after May 9th due to a controversial tweet 
of the founder Zagabond abou his previous prohects coming to an end causing a big dump.
In general, despite the volatility of the market it can be appreciated how the volume of this collection is 
remaining constant during the bear market.



Comments: Considering the expensive entry point, the vast majority of the holders can only afford one NFT. IIn the 
top holders position we can see BendDAO among other whales. This means that Azuki NFTs are 
accpeted as a collateral to borrow ETH, making the collection more liquid compared to others. Almost 
90% of the collection is held for a long period of time while the rest 10% contribute to the trading 
volume.



Community Statistics
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Note: The data reported here represent a time snapshot referring to the date indicated below
Source: https://www.nftinspect.xyz/collections/0xed5af388653567af2f388e6224dc7c4b3241c544/home 

Snapshot date: Oct 27, 2022

Comments: The community strenght, calculated on different social signals is placed 2nd, just below Bored Ape 
Yacht Club. The number of time the project is mentioned during the week, the number of PFPs and OG 
members are in the top 1%. Since May the number of PFPs is steadily increasing since many would 
want to flex their avatar. 



Team
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About: Behind Azuki NFTs is Churi Labs, a startup composed of several members with vast experience in 
crypto, art, and gaming, all of them joining forces to bring a recognizable brand to the metaverse.
Most of them keep anonymous identities. And while their identities might be anonymous – their work 
speaks for itself.
The founder of the project goes by the online Twitter handle Zagabond. He claims to have worked with 
numerous industry-leading companies such as Google and various decentralized projects.
Other main members of the project are Hoshiboy, the lead designer, and Location Tba, a software 
engineer that claims to have previously worked at Facebook (META), and 2PM.FLOW – another 
engineer.
The Azuki team is highly secretive about who they are and their previous experiences. In this regard, 
Zagabond told Forbes:
“There’s a mystique and magic and allure to something where the project isn’t really about our 
identities and our past experiences”
Zagabond did say their identities would eventually be doxed, but for now, most of them will keep their 
personal information behind the curtains. Anonymous developers aren’t that uncommon in the crypto 
space, anyway – the team behind Bored Ape Yacht Club was also anonymous before getting doxxed.
Credited as a co-creator is also Arnold Tsang – a well-known conceptual artist from Toronto, Ontario. 
He is known for his previous work in the gaming industry, especially with the famous first-person 
shooter game Overwatch, backed by the American video game company Activision Blizzard.
Tsang, alongside the team, will work towards turning Azukies into something more than just digital 
collectibles — they want to build a sustainable business by bringing in new revenues to the company, 
including the launch of the Azuki clothing line, which is already being designed and issued, and 
hopefully reach TV shows and the film industry.

Doxxing: Not Doxxed
Artist: https://twitter.com/njoo

Followers: 4K
Artist: https://twitter.com/steamboy33

Followers: 26K
Business Ops: https://twitter.com/daphtheSHAFT

Followers: 9K
Design: https://twitter.com/hoshiboyzen

Followers: 6K
Engineer: https://twitter.com/2pmflow

Followers: 8K
Engineer: https://twitter.com/locationtba

Followers: 20K
Product 

Manager:
https://twitter.com/DemnaAzuki

Followers: 12K
Human Bean: https://twitter.com/ZAGABOND

Followers: 79K
Community 

Manager:
https://twitter.com/emilyrosemcg

Followers: 10K
Head of 
Growth:

https://twitter.com/whizwang

Followers: 12K
APAC 

Ambassador:
https://twitter.com/febtea

Followers: 3K
721A 

Maintainer:
https://twitter.com/cygaar_dev 

Followers: 21K

https://twitter.com/njoo
https://twitter.com/steamboy33
https://twitter.com/daphtheSHAFT
https://twitter.com/hoshiboyzen
https://twitter.com/2pmflow
https://twitter.com/locationtba
https://twitter.com/DemnaAzuki
https://twitter.com/ZAGABOND
https://twitter.com/emilyrosemcg
https://twitter.com/whizwang
https://twitter.com/febtea


Crypto Currency
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Description: Currently there isn't a token but it is mentioned on the website (seedlings section).

A token that could be used in the Azuki-verse.
Before commiting we need to explore sustainable token economics and have extensive conversations 
with our lawyers to ensure legal compliance and feasibility.

Name: $BEAN
Contract:

Market 
overview:

Snapshot date:
Market cap:

Price:
Website:

Twitter:

Art / Licenses & Intellectual Property
Item Details Notes

Art: Why Are Azukies So Popular?
There are plenty of reasons why Azuki became a blue chip in the cryptocurrency community in such a 
quick fashion. Number one, in the eyes of most people, is art. It occupied an important niche within the 
field of NFTs – anime – and it set the standard for hundreds of projects after it. The Avatars are 
aesthetically pleasant, and in the words of Zagabond – it just “resonates” with the audience, especially 
in Asia, where anime is a lot more popular.

“I’ve had a couple of conversations with Asian investors who told me that this was the first NFT that 
they purchased.”

Tsang, on the other hand, says that Azukies capture the “rebellious culture of skateboarders,” adding 
that it connects well with the crypto community.

Licenses & IP: When you acquire an Azuki NFT, you own all personal property rights to the token underlying the Azuki 
NFT (e.g., the right to freely sell, transfer, or otherwise dispose of that Azuki NFT), but you do not own 
the associated artwork, brand, or other intellectual property associated with that Azuki NFT, except for 
the specific licensed rights.
You can't use that specific Azuki NFT or Azuki Trademark for Commercial Use unless we explicitly 
provide our consent in writing or through a public announcement. 

News / Announcements
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Jan 20, 2022 Azuki's reveal
Feb 23, 2022 WE ARE BOBU. Experiment for fractionalised IP governance
May 5, 2022 BEANZ ARE HERE. Azuki's sidekicks
May 9, 2022 Zagabond, Azuki’s creator, published a blog post discussing how his last three projects before Azuki 

came to an end.
Oct 17, 2022 Introducing the Physical Backed Token (PBT): an open source token standard tying a physical item to 

a digital token on the Ethereum blockchain.
Oct 17, 2022 Proof of Skate announcement

Report Analysis
Item Details Notes

Summary: Azuki has already carved out an indelible place for itself in the imaginary of Web3 culture. It has 
already gone through turbulent times, coming out stronger than before. 
It also shows considerable stability in terms of trading volume and the brand shows no signs of 
stopping and has the funds to support its expansion.
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